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SA holds hearing
on construction
of Moody Center
by Rachel Marcus
Editor in Chief

Vice Provost for Interdisciplinary Initiatives Caroline Levander spoke at the Student
Association senate to continue a conversation about the Moody Center for the Arts, SA
External Vice President Ravi Sheth said.
“I have been hearing concern from some
students around the purpose and vision for
the Moody Arts Center, and thought that
bringing Dr. Levander in to talk to students
would be a great way to clear any confusion
and make sure that we could start a clear and
productive dialogue,” Sheth, a Martel College
junior, said.
According to Levander, the Moody Foundation donated $20 million last February for
the construction of a new Center for the Arts
on campus. The building, which is set to be a
50,000-square-foot space that will encourage
interdisciplinary arts-related projects, is set
to be located across from the new Continuing Studies Building, in the space the current

“Endowments and
their allocation of
money often define
what happens on
campus, and we have
to work within the restraints given to us.”
Sophie Eichner
Lovett ’16

by Yasna Haghdoost
News Editor

The Student Association Election Committee will rerun the General Elections and merge
them with the previously scheduled SA Internal
Vice President Elections running through Feb. 28
at 11:59 p.m. after the University Court found the
2014 SA General Elections partially invalid in a
public hearing, according to a letter sent by University Court Chair Evan Austin on Feb. 23. Martel
College senior Denis Leahy has now been added
onto the presidential ballot alongside Lovett College junior Min Ji Kim and McMurtry College junior Trent Navran, with Martel junior Ravi Sheth
recently launching a write-in campaign for the
election.

Public Hearing

The public hearing was held in response to a
petition led by Lovett College Senator Christian
Neal and Jones College Senator Clinton Willbanks
that contested the results of the election. The petitioners’ four complaints were: the casting of ballots by ineligible netIDs, the exclusion of Leahy
from the ballot, alleged closed door meetings held
by the Election Committee discussing the election
issues, and alleged collaboration between the SA

Executive Committee and the Election Committee.
Regarding the first complaint, the Court agreed
that voting by alumni was a violation.
“Members … agreed that the confirmed participation of alumni and a graduate student constituted a violation of the constitutional requirement
that only members of the Student Association as
certified by the most recent class rolls of the Registrar shall be able to vote,” the Court abstract read.
The Court also acknowledged the validity of
the petitioner’s second complaint in claiming that
Leahy should have been included in the ballot.
“Members felt that [the language of the constitution] explicitly denotes that eligibility for seeking office is not contingent on eligibility for holding office,” the abstract read.
But the Court denied the petitioner’s third
claim regarding the occurrence of closed meetings
held by the Election Committee.
“[The] Court agreed that as a result of the
vagueness of the term “public” and a lack of a
specific definition of what is meant by the requirement that Election Committee meet and act in
public … the Election Committee did not violate
its constitutional obligations,” the abstract read.
However, Austin, a Duncan College senior, emphasized in his letter the importance of publicizing meetings held by the Election Committee.
0see sa reruns, page 3

tennis facility occupies.
“The process has been protracted the last
two years to develop a plan for more specific
ideas about how the center would be used,
the Rice Students Arts Council was formed.
Associate Vice Provost Matthew Taylor chairs
the council he has tasked with “understanding the range and depth of students’ creative
and fine arts interests and activities.”
Lydia Smith, a Duncan College junior and
member of the council, said that recent discussions have clarified the intended purpose
of the center.
“[The Moody Center for the Arts] is going
to be an interdisciplinary building that any
student can use, but it’s going to be centered
around the arts,” Smith said. “It is not going
to be associated with any particular department.”
Sophie Eichner, a Lovett College sophomore and member of the council, said many
students are unclear on the flexibility of the
building’s purpose, but that the Center was
endowed with an intended purpose.
“The 20 million dollars that was donated
was specified to be for an interdisciplinary
building,” Eichner said. “What I don’t think
a lot of students realize is that endowments
and their allocation of money often define
what happens on campus, and we have to
work within the restraints given to us.”
0see moody, page 2
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However, Eichner also said she acknowledges that the building has caused some controversy on campus.
“I think some frustration over the past
couple of years has stemmed from the fact that
there’s not going to be a new building for the
art department,” Eichner, an Architecture and
Visual and Dramatic Arts major said. “[The
Moody Center for the Arts] is not going to be
that. If you talk to people in the Visual and
Dramatic Arts department - both faculty and
student - some of them are frustrated because
they’re not getting the building they want.
But [that problem and the Moody Center for
the Arts] are two separate conversations, and
that’s what we as a committee have been grappling with, understanding, and moving forward from to have a productive conversation.”
Caitlin Young, a Baker College freshman, said
she does not think the administration has taken
the needs of arts students into consideration.
“For the theater department, they don’t put
bathrooms in the dressing rooms, but you need a
sink to wash off the makeup,” Young said. “They
are just not logical. They have a committee of
artists, but they won’t tell them what’s going on.
They didn’t logically plan for what the arts building really takes. It’s not like a science lecture hall.
You cannot just cut and paste the same thing. A
lot of arts students feel that they are not valued by
the administration.”
Smith, a Visual and Dramatic Arts and Anthropology major, said she thinks it is important
for students to recognize the plans for the building are not particularly flexible.
“The money has already been allocated, and
it’s going to be built as planned,” Smith said.
“The best way to move forward is to really talk
about how the building is going to be used and
what interdisciplinary work really means for us as
a campus.”
According to Eicnher, RSAC is concentrating
on deciding how the building should be best
used. She said that, while the function of the
building was somewhat dictated by the endowment, the council has especially focused on exactly what interdisciplinary work means for Rice
as a campus.
“‘Interdisciplinary’ is such a buzz word, and
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we like the idea of all these cool final products
made through collaboration,” Eichner said. “But
the process of reaching that end result is a lot
more than just giving people a building. [People]
need space, money, mentorship and a prompt of
some sort. As students [on the committee], we’re
starting to push the development of a process that
students can engage with. That way, when the
building comes, it’s used in a constructive way,
and people know how to use it.”
Eichner also said the RSAC is trying to accurately represent the student perspective and make
sure certain student restrictions are considered.
“There’s limits to how much time we have in
our day, but there’s certain credit hours that have
to be filled for majors,” Eichner said. “Many students on this campus have incredibly demanding
schedules, but need to be engaged in this space,
so the committee comes in to make sure we’re
working with students.”
Art History graduate student Katia Zavistovski
said that she is looking forward to the opportunity students will have to use the space.
“I think potentially it will be an awesome opportunity for students, whether to show their arts
or to curate shows there in the space,” Zavistovski
said. “For art history students, they are more interested in going into museum work. It would be
a wonderful opportunity to use the skill they are
taught in the classroom to put into practice by actually exhibiting shows.”
According to Smith, the ultimate decisions
regarding how the building functions and how
it is integrated into campus will be dependent
on a director, a faculty position that will be filled
by a search committee led by Sarah Whiting, the
School of Architecture Dean.
Regardless of the end product though, Eichner said the RSAC is working to ensure that the
building is a collaborative space that helps to
move Rice into the future.
“We’re looking to bring together existing departments,” Eichner said. “We have such strong
individual departments, but they’re very segmented. Collaboration is where the innovations of the
future are going to be happening. The whole push
for entrepreneurship that has been happening on
campus is very much linked to our conversation
about interdisciplinary work. To have [successful]
entrepreneurship, you need a good product or
service, and that comes from people collaborating, working together, being creative.”

NEWS IN BRIEF
Rondelet tickets sell out in less than 11 hours
640 Rondelet tickets went on sale last Friday and sold out in 10 hours and 17 minutes,
according to RPC socials committee member
Jodie Nghiem.
“The capacity of the venue is 650 per the
Fire Marshall, and we reserved 10 tickets
for caregivers as mandated by REMS and
RUPD,” Rice Program Council President Aisha Jeeva said.
Jeeva, a Martel College junior, said tickets
can still be resold, although she attributes
the ticket purchases primarily to student excitement.
“I believe that the majority of students
purchased tickets because they are excited
about attending the event, and did not want
to miss out on the opportunity to attend,” Jeeva said. “However, we have no idea whether

or not resold tickets are being scalped. Just
because a ticket is transferred doesn’t mean
it was scalped for a higher price.”
According to Jeeva, RPC considered banning the resale of tickets, and proposed instead that students who could no longer attend sell their tickets back to RPC.
“Because we use the online ticketing
system, we are subject to credit card transaction fees for both purchases and refunds,”
Jeeva said. “Unfortunately, we would then
lose about $2 for every ticket that we had
to do that for. When Rondelet costs nearly
$20,000, those credit card fees can have a big
impact on the budget.”
Jeeva said the alternative of raising ticket
prices was also nixed due to student feedback.

The following items were reported to the Rice University Police
Department for the period Feb. 16-21. This does not represent
the daily crime log required by the Clery Act, which can be
found at rupd.rice.edu
Residential colleges
Lovett College
Will Rice College
McMurtry College
McMurtry College
Duncan College
Sid Richardson College

Feb. 16
Feb. 16
Feb. 18
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 22

Public intoxication
Theft of laptop
Theft of bicycle
Assult
Poss. of drug paraphernalia
Public intoxication

Other buildlings
Jones School

Feb. 18

Harassment

Other locations
Off campus

Feb. 18

Credit card fraud
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“The Court ... instructs that the time and location of Election Committee meetings must be
posted on the Student Association website 24
hours in advance,” Austin said in his letter. “In
the event that the time and/or location of an Election Committee meeting changes, the public must
be notified through official Student Association
channels prior to the start of the meeting.”
The Court also dismissed the petitioner’s final claim of unconstitutional collaboration between the Executive Committee and the Election
Committee.
“Members felt that the text of this email and
the signature included therein did not suggest
problematic collaboration between the Executive
Committee and the Election Committee,” the abstract read.
While a challenge to the elections was unprecedented in the last four years, according to Austin, UCourt used procedures outlined in the 2014
Proposed SA Constitution that the Student Senate
voted on for use in this case.
“From the start, we relied strictly on the procedure laid out in detail in the 2014 Proposed SA
Constitution,” Austin said.
According to Austin UCourt handled the situation appropriately, emphasizing the work of
investigator Colin Shaw (Duncan ‘16), as well as
Secretaries Dan Abraham (Martel ‘16) and Makenzie Drukker (McMurtry ‘17).
“Overall, I think all parties to the process
would agree University Court went above and beyond the procedure we were required to adopt,”
Austin said. “I’m really proud of everyone on
Court and especially my investigator Colin Shaw
and my Secretaries Dan Abraham and Makenzie
Drukker for their literally tireless work in helping
ensure we do this right.”
SA President Yoonjin Min believes that while
only the affected ballot items should have been
rerun, she respects UCourt’s decision.
“Obviously the SA response to the petition was
that the General Elections should only be rerun
for the ballot items that were materially affected
by the election,” Min, a Jones senior said. “That
being said, we already had an election planned
for this week, and it is not unreasonable for us to
merge the ballots.”
Regarding what needs to be changed in order
to avoid these election issues in the future, Austin
said he deferred back to the Court’s decision, specifically as they relate to public meetings.
“I think we all agree the definitions section
should, in the future, have clear definitions on
what constitutes public meetings and action,”
Austin said.
Min said the passage of the new constitution will hopefully avoid issues in the future and
expressed confidence that the rerun will run
smoothly.
“I envision this rerun of General Elections
to be much better, and [it] will set the precedent for the next round of elections next
month,” Min said.
Min, however, said she has concerns about
whether enough students will vote in the election rerun.
“My biggest concern is getting the turnout
required for the referenda (20%), because this is
a rerun,” Min said. “Hopefully marketing and a
strong push to be invested in student self-governance will be enough to encourage students to
vote.”

Sheth Runs as Write-in

In light of the reelection, Sheth has spearheaded an overnight social media campaign promoting himself as a write-in candidate.
“I realized I had made a mistake by not running for president, and that there’s really an
opportunity for me to insert myself and make
change happen on campus,” Sheth said. “It’s
sad to see this level of ridiculousness with the
elections.”
Min said she believes Sheth’s write-in campaign will be important in encouraging student
turnout.
“The write-in campaign seems to be generating a lot of interest in the SA elections, which is
important because, as I mentioned, turnout is a
big concern,” Min said.
While Sheth said he does not fault the current
student government leaders, he wants to see a
change in the way SA is run.
“There’s an institutional idea that the Student
Association is a group of people that are mandated to show up in a room for an hour each week
and work on things, and nothing actually really
happens,” Sheth said. “But if we change the institutional expectations, we can change a lot of what
the SA does, what it stands for and what it’s making on campus.”
Leahy said that while getting his message
across to students was more important than having his name on the ballot, he endorses Sheth for
SA president.
“I think that [Sheth] has the most experience,
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is the most capable of actually bringing change,
and, perhaps most importantly, the most realistic
understanding of the SA’s place in Rice University, especially relative to the administration,”
Leahy said.

Candidates on the Rerun

Kim said she believes the election rerun is important in ensuring the voice of the student body
is heard.
“I think [the rerunning of the election] is the
best thing for Rice,” Kim said. “This whole situation is about ensuring the voice of Rice students
is represented in the best way possible, so hopefully this rerun will make sure this whole situation doesn’t happen again in the future.”
Kim said she hopes students will choose to
takes these elections seriously.
“I hope students will still be involved and vote
in the elections,” Kim said. “I hope that they realize the elections are serious and are important in
deciding what’s best for Rice’s future.”
Opposing candidate Navran, who won the
original election, said he disagrees in the importance of the election rerun occurring.
“I don’t think this election should even be
taking place, considering that I won the original
election with a clear majority, alumni or no alumni,” Navran said. “I respect [Sheth]’s last-minute
desire to run for SA President, but combined with
having [Leahy] run as a senior who can’t actually
serve as president, this entire process has become
even less legitimate than the previous one.”
Navran said the inclusion of Leahy detracts

The election system is
plagued by both continued incompetence
and student apathy,
which have resulted
in ... a broken system.
Denis Leahy
Martel ’14

from the viability of this election.
“What we’re seeing now, which is supposed to
be a ‘more just’ election, is allowing a candidate
who is not a viable president to be on the ballot,
which could take votes away from the two main
candidates on the ballot,” Navran said.
With regards to the current state of political affairs at Rice, Leahy said he is not optimistic.
“I would not say that the election system is
broken, and I would not say that [this election
is] an anomaly,” Leahy said. “I would say that
the election system is plagued by both continued
incompetence and student apathy, which have
resulted in what may very closely represent a broken system.”

IVP Election

The election for the SA Internal Vice President
will occur at the same time as the SA presidential
election rerun. The three candidates for the SA
IVP position are Hanszen College freshman Sai
Chilakapati, Baker College junior Abby Gordon
and Hanszen College junior Sharon Zhao. This
position was not listed in the original ballot because no candidates were running at the time.
In his campaign statement, Chilakapati said
he wants to prioritize the NSR program.
“My major goal for the upcoming year is to
increase the retention rate of the NSR program
by installing new leadership roles in the standing committees and best practice groups,” Chilakapati, a Hanszen NSR, said.
Gordon said she plans to make the SA more
accessible to the student body.
“My goals to foster this accessibility include
obtaining extensive student feedback on projects for SA committees and NSRs, improving
communication with the student body in regards to these projects, promoting student involvement in the SA and empowering students
to foster change through their own initiatives
within the SA,” Gordon said.
According to Zhao’s campaign, she wants
the SA to serve as a forum for students and organizations.
“By offering them this platform and resources, we can ensure that greater trust will develop
between the SA and the student body,” Zhao said.
“The issues they present can then be examined
and combined to create new projects for the NSR
program.”
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James Ragan, 20, dies
after battle with cancer
by Tina Nazerian
Thresher Staff

Rice University student James Ragan died
Monday, Feb. 17 at his home in Corpus Christi
after a difficult and public seven-year battle with
osteosarcoma, a rare form of bone cancer, according to an email sent to the Rice community
by Dean of Undergraduates John Hutchinson. He
was 20 years old.
Ragan, a Duncan College junior, was a philosophy major, a former member of the Rice golf
team, on the board of directors of the Sunshine
Kids (a national organization founded in Houston that organizes group activities for children
undergoing cancer treatment) and a founder of
Triumph Over Kid Cancer (a foundation to raise
money for research into “orphan” diseases companies have little financial incentives to develop
treatments for, along with his sister, Mecklin),
Hutchinson stated in the email.
“As of last March, the foundation had raised
more than $750,000 through donations, an annual golf tournament and a toga party,” Hutchinson
said in the email.
Duncan Master Luis Duno-Gottberg said Ragan was a sensitive, bright young man. He said
his favorite memory of Ragan was when they were
introduced by Ragan’s sister, Mecklin and the
three engaged in the kitchen, conversing about
the things Ragan read and how excited he was to
come to Rice and to be a part of Duncan.
“In that conversation, I felt like I was talking
to someone who was way older than he was,”
Duno-Gottberg said. “There was a lot of depth in
the way he reflected.”
Duncan Coordinator Vicki Woods said Ragan
impacted people at Duncan, Rice and beyond
with his gentle mannerism and welcoming disposition.
“He truly loved people, and he was a determined young man who made every moment
count, even in the midst of what he was experiencing personally,” Woods said.
Because Ragan was unable to play tennis after
his diagnosis, he took up golf and earned a spot
on Rice’s Division I golf team, James Hiester, a Ducan senior and James’ golf teammate, said.
“To get so good at golf in such a short time is a
rare feat even for a completely healthy person, let
alone one without a knee and a terminal illness,”
Hiester said.
According to Hiester, Ragan was writing a
book which several publishers are already interested in.
“Its last chapter will be called ‘Triumph,’” Hiester said. “James had the unique ability to make
everyone feel like his best friend, no matter how
old the other person was. He would befriend his
nurses, doctors and fellow patients. ”
Duncan junior Giacomo Frateschi said he
thinks Ragan will always be remembered as one
of the most courageous and inspiring people the

James Ragan
world has ever seen.
“Ever since his diagnosis, James has served as
a trailblazer in the field of pediatric bone cancer,
and his incredible efforts have allowed for a drastic expansion of research and attention paid to
the cause,” Frateschi said.
Frateschi said above all, he thinks Ragan will
be remembered for his selflessness and dedication to helping others despite the adversity he
faced.
“James is truly peerless in his ability to focus
on others and on enhancing the lives not only
of those he cared about but of all that he could
reach,” Frateschi said.
Head Golf Coach Justin Emil said Ragan
played in the 2013 Rice Intercollegiate golf tournament when he had been given only a few more
months to live, and his doctors had told him he
would no longer be able to play golf.
“He was able to play well enough to finish in
the top 50 individually,” Emil said. “He proved
[his doctors] wrong and was very competitive in
the tournament.”
Duncan junior Naveen Manisundaram said
everyone who was at Ragan’s funeral viewed him
as a best friend.
“The people who spoke ... all mentioned how
he always cared about their lives, and he never
wanted to talk about himself,” Manisundaram
said. “That’s very unique in an individual, especially with such a condition. He never wanted to
talk about his cancer.”
Duncan junior Louis Lesser said Ragan was
one of the most positive people he had met at
Rice.
“He was always genuine, kind and thoughtful and remained a devoted friend even when he
wasn’t on-campus,” Lesser said. “I will miss our
insightful conversations about golf and his cheerful demeanor.”
For a full version of the story, visit ricethresher.org

General elections ballot
to use qualtrics software
by Andrew Ta
News Editor

This round of the Student Association general elections elections will forego Owlections
and instead use the online survey software
Qualtrics for which Rice has an institution license, SA secretary Nathan Andrus said.
“Qualtrics makes it easy to work with the
undergraduate database,” Andrus, a Hanszen
College junior, said. “Qualtrics will help [in
many ways.] It has more formatting options.
We can link to parts of the SA website that
gives more information on ballot items instead of having a wall of text. There are just
a lot more options. We also wouldn’t have
to ask [Owlections creator] Waseem Ahmad
to change stuff quickly and on short notice.
Qualtrics is simply more versatile.”
According to Andrus, the general elections
were run using the Owlections software but
turned out to be insufficient to ensure security and accuracy. (see past article)
“Going in, we thought Owlections would
be a good way to not have issues,” Andrus
said. “The residential colleges used it and we
thought it would be a sufficient program, but
that turned out not be the case. [Ahmad and
the other Owlections developers] were very
cooperative and responsible and we don’t
blame them at all; no one could have foreseen

the issues that happened.”
Andrus said the Election Committee would
internally test the new software before using
it for the elections.
“We want to make sure you can abstain on
different ballot items and that alumni won’t
be able to vote,” Andrus said. “We’ll also
be adding specific instructions in the ballot itself. For example, we’ll be explaining
preferential voting. The email that sends the
voting link out will have a blurb. We’ll have
explained enough times though the ballot,
email and other mediums that, hopefully,
we’ll clear up any confusion from the first
round of voting and the ruling from the University court.”
SA Director of Elections Vera Song said
she wanted to clarify that Qualtrics will essentially function like a paper ballot.
“With the new software, alumni won’t be
able to vote,” Song, a Sid Richardson College
junior, said. “It prevents alumni from voting
the same amount a paper ballot would. You
can only vote once per NetID.”
SA Director of Technology Xilin Liu said
it is inherently impossible to prevent those
besides undergraduates from voting in an online system. He said Qualtrics will email each
undergraduate student a unique key that can
submit one ballot, but what they do with that
key is up to them.
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SA removes five presidents, Freshman Emma Bravo, 18,
passes away unexpectedly
three senators from office
by Molly Chiu
Managing Editor

Five college presidents and three college senators were removed from office at the Monday, Feb.
24 Student Senate meeting for failing to comply
with the attendance policy as determined by the
Student Association by-laws.
McMurtry College President Mason Sanders, Wiess College President Bernard Miller, Sid
Richardson College President Caitlin Devereaux,
Lovett College President Danny Cohen, Duncan
College President Jeremy Scher, Hanszen College
Senator Gabrien Clark, Martel College Senator
Rachel Sterling and Lovett Senator Christian Neal
were all found in violation of an SA by-law which
states that presidents and senators are not allowed to miss more than three consecutive or four
total SA meetings.
Clark was reinstated because his last absence was within the two week deadline during which a majority vote in the Senate can restore the removed person to office, according
to SA President Yoonjin Min. Seats vacated by
presidents were filled by the senator from that
college, and seats vacated by senators will be
left to the college to fill.
According to SA Secretary Nathan Andrus, SA
Parliamentarian Brian Baran pointed out an attendance issue to him during the Feb. 17 Student
Senate meeting.
“I wasn’t excited about trying to enforce the
rule all of the sudden in our last meeting before
changeover, especially because of how many people it would affect, but I told him that I would not
inhibit his ability to ensure the correct procedure
of the constitution,” Andrus said. “He decided it
would not be beneficial to try to enforce the rule
all of the sudden either, but because rumors surrounding possible impeachments spread somehow, we decided it would be best to address the
issue rather than ignoring it, despite the limited
real effect doing so would have.”
Baran said he believes the attendance violations should have been noticed sooner.
“It was a gross irresponsibility on the SA’s part
that this wasn’t noticed earlier,” Baran said. “For
example, I believe one of the presidents had 10
absences and [the fourth absence] is when the
automatic removal happens, so that had been
going on for a really long time. I think it was the
responsibility of the SA and of the executives to be
monitoring that.”
Andrus said that, while under his role as SA
Secretary it is his job to monitor attendance, he
does not believe presidents’ and senators’ total
number of absences has been closely checked
since last semester.
“To be honest, I have not checked for compliance to that rule for some time, because we don’t
have much precedence in enforcing that rule, and
it was never a priority of mine, so I never thought
about it,” Andrus said.
Andrus and Baran both said future occurrences of this issue could be avoided if the attendance
record was put on the SA website.
“It should be available on the SA website so
that anyone can look at it because that would reduce the chances of something like this happening,” Baran said. “When you have the whole organization potentially looking out for it, you don’t
have just one or two people who have access to it
who are then responsible for noticing that this is
a problem.”
Min said she did not want to go through with
the removals but ultimately decided that it was

necessary to follow the by-laws.
“I honestly did not want to remove anyone
from office,” Min said. “Because we cannot reinstate people after two weeks from the point where
they miss four meetings, we are stuck with their
automatic removal. I think it was not warranted;
none of the students removed did anything to
merit such an action.”
Min said the Constitution’s rules on attendance had not previously come up before
this year.
“Because process has come to such a forefront
this year — with the election challenge, for example — we decided that we should follow through
and thus informed the eight that they [had] been
automatically removed,” Min said.
Min said she does not think that these removals should have any effect on what the SA leadership has done this term.
“Although this is a technicality, I did stress
to those removed that they are still symbolically
a member of the SA officer team,” Min said. “For
example, they stayed for the remainder of the SA
meeting and will be at Changeover next week.”
Baran said he thinks it is reasonable to have a
limitation on how many meetings presidents and
senators can miss.
“Part of your responsibility as college president is to represent your college to the university
on a campus-wide level,” Baran said. “That’s
something you need to do by at least showing up
to the Student Senate meetings.”
Lovett Senator Christian Neal said he thought
the timing in which the attendance violations
were brought up was poor.
“I was disappointed that the SA parliamentarian Brian Baran did not mention this before,
because there is a two week window in which we
[can] be reinstated by a majority vote of the senate,” Neal said. “I think that the timeliness of this
being brought up shows the lack of competence
that [Baran] has in interpreting and enforcing the
SA constitution.”
According to Baran, he brought the issue up
before the final SA meeting because he discovered the violations during the UCourt election
hearing while attempting to verify whether members of the Election Committee were approved at
a particular meeting.
Neal said he felt the removal of presidents and
senators wrongly overshadowed the last SA meeting under the current administration.
“I’m deeply saddened that he brought it up at
this point, because I feel like it made a mockery of
[Min’s] last Senate meeting,” Neal said. “I feel she
has done an excellent job as SA President, along
with all of the Executive Board.”
In an email to his college, McMurtry President
Mason Sanders said that, although he believes his
removal was fair because he was absent from four
meetings, he does not regret missing the meetings because he was representing his college elsewhere on those nights.
“While this is regrettable and embarrassing,
I spent those meeting times helping win College
Ultimate titles for McMurtry (three years in a row,
to be exact) in lieu of attending SA meetings on
Monday evenings — for the record, I was still represented with a proxy as well,” Sanders said. “If
I had to do it all over again, I would do the exact
same thing.”
Sanders said he does not believe his removal
will affect his year of leadership at McMurtry.
“I am still very proud of this past year, and I
have heard overwhelming support from my fellow Murts,” Sanders said.

by Miles Kruppa
Editorial Staff

Hanszen College freshman Emma Bravo
suffered an accidental death off-campus on
Saturday, Feb. 22 according to an email sent to
the Rice community by Dean of Undergraduates John Hutchinson.
Bravo was a pre-med student planning to
double major in Biochemistry and Cell Biology
and Hispanic Studies. She also worked at the
Texas Children’s Hospital.
A student-led candlelight vigil was held
Saturday night in the Hanszen quad in remembrance. Hanszen College master Rob
Griffin said the vigil served as an opportunity
to remember the importance of community in
the wake of Bravo’s death.
“Our Hanszen students really felt the need
to come together as a community because it’s
important to remember that we all are part of
one family, for lack of a better word,” Griffin
said. “When a family member passes on, the
best way to respond to something like that
is to come together, so it was not only to remember Emma and the part she played in the
community, but also an opportunity for the
community to come together and enjoy some
quiet time.”
Griffin said he will remember Bravo for the
role she played in a tight-knit group of freshman at Hanszen.
”She was part of a tight knit group of first
year students that, to me, symbolized how
quickly you could become really tight with
people, which is really special about the Rice
community—it fosters that sense of connectedness,” Griffin said. “To know that she was a
part of that special community—I always will
think of her in that way.”
Hanszen college senior Edward Tian, Bravo’s O-week adviser, said Bravo’s quirks made
her a special person.
“During one of our O-week lunches, she
randomly headbutted the shoulder of another
one of my new students, and the new student
was like, ‘what are you doing,’ and she said
something along the lines of ‘cats headbutt
things they’re familiar and comfortable with,
things that they love,’” Tian said. “Emma
didn’t fill any one specific stereotype or mold—
she was her own person—and I think at Rice
we talk a lot about accepting your quirkiness,
but it’s really hard to find that in someone who
is really comfortable with themselves.”
According to Bravo’s roommate, Hanszen
College freshman Natalie Polacek, Bravo
taught her to be a more accepting person.
“She didn’t judge anyone, ever,” Polacek

Emma Bravo
said. “She never looked down on anyone. I
think that’s what she taught me—she made
me a lot more open-minded than how I used
to be. She would always say, ‘you don’t know
that person, so you’re not fit to judge them.’”
Polacek also said Bravo had wonderful
ability to support her friends.
“She was there when you needed her,”
Polacek said. “When you were feeling sad, she
felt sad with you—she was a really empathetic
person in that way.”
Hanszen College freshman Danny Kurtz
said he will remember Emma’s love for music
and spontaneity.
“My favorite memories with Emma were
the days I would walk by and hear her music
playing and I would just walk in to her room
and start singing and dancing,” Kurtz said.
“She would always join in.”
Kurtz said Bravo’s caring nature will be
sorely missed by everybody that knew her.
“It didn’t matter the issue, it could have
been something she would have never experienced in her entire life, and she could still empathize with you and cry with you because she
cared that much that those close to her were
happy,” Kurtz said. “Family and friends meant
everything to Emma, and she would do whatever it took to make sure that those around
her knew she cared about them. Emma loved
as strongly as anyone I have ever known, and
without her love the world feels like a much
colder place. She will be severely missed.”
A viewing will be held Wednesday, Feb. 26
from 6:30-8:3o pm at Waltrip Funeral Home
and a service will be held Thursday, Feb. 27 at 1
pm at Memorial Drive Presbyterian Church.

MEETING MINUTES
The following were noted at the meeting of the Student Association on Feb. 24.
■■ SA

Executive Vice President Ravi Sheth announced that McMurtry President Mason
Sanders, Wiess President Bernard Miller, Sid Richardson President Caitlin Devereaux,
Lovett President Danny Cohen, Duncan President Jeremy Scher, Hanszen Senator Gabrien Clark, Martel Senator Rachel Sterling, and Lovett Senator Christian Neal have been
removed from their office in the Senate due to violations of attendance policy.

■■ Andrus announced that the acting Elections Committee Parliamentarian has left the po-

sition and nominated Zach Birenbaum, who served on the Constitutional Committee. He
also asked to reapprove the current members of the Elections committee. The motions
passed.

■■ The SA Wellbeing Working Group presented before the senate. They made the following

recommendations: a Medical Leave Liaison to guide students through the medical leave
and readmission process, a Sexual Violence Liaison to serve as an additional resource
for students on campus, the pursuance of the Jed and Clinton Foundation Campus Programs Seal for Mental Health to promote emotional health and prevent suicide among
students, the expanded promotion of Rice Disability Services directly to students - specifically during Orientation Week, the creation of training videos on Owlspace for Masters
and RAs seeking additional education on mental health, and the creation of a standing
“Wellbeing” Committee to represent the interests of relevant student groups and organizations and collaborate campus-wide on initiatives to better policies and resources
across campus.

■■ Jones Senator Clinton Willbanks said there will be a bill introduced in a few weeks to es-

tablish a Future Alumni Committee to increase interaction between alumni and students.
He said this is intended to create an avenue more conducive to programming access to
alumni than what the current Senior Committee accomplishes. Feedback on the proposal
is appreciated.

■■ Jones College seceded from SA with a battle cry of victory.
■■ The new General Election ballot passed with quorum.

The SA will next meet Monday, Mar. 11 in Willy’s Pub at 8:30 p.m.
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If you want a president, don’t vote for me
Students should perform
civic duty and vote
The Thresher would like to acknowledge that the election rerun is a complicated issue. We understand the University Court’s decision, because certain
aspects of the previous election were
undoubtedly incorrect. However, we
would also like to recognize that, after
the problematic votes were disregarded,
the Student Association presidential
election resulted in a clear winner.
We do not wish to judge whether or
not a rerun was justified; that was the
job of UCourt, and that decision has already been made. Rather, we think it is
important that students across campus
take the appropriate steps to make sure
that the current election goes smoothly
and that we do not have election-related
problems in the future.
We would like to suggest that language in the constitution be clarified
so that a “joke candidate” cannot be
on the ballot. We know that the current language does not disallow for the
inclusion of a “joke candidate” on the
formal election ballot, and therefore
understand UCourt’s decision. However, we also believe that the debate over
the inclusion of a “joke candidate” has
caused a lot of confusion. In the future,
we would like everyone to recognize that
a graduating senior is not a viable candidate for the SA presidency; we believe
that any person who does not intend to
actually serve a full term as president
should not be on the ballot, both to
avoid confusion and to encourage students to take the actual voting process
more seriously. That is not to say that we
would like to prohibit the involvement
of a “joke candidate” in any part of the
elections. We understand that the concept of a graduating senior running as
a joke candidate is a Rice tradition that
provides entertainment and draws attention to the election process, and we
do not want to see complete participation of a joke candidate eliminated.
Most importantly, we want to emphasize how essential it is that students vote
in this rerun. We understand that some
students are frustrated that they have to
vote again, and we recognize that many
people across campus have found this
confusion tragically comical. However,
it is extremely important that we remember that the outcomes of this election
will dictate how aspects of life at Rice
are governed for at least the next year,
and we urge students to approach this
rerun with the same level of thought and
careful consideration they would use to
make decisions in their own lives.
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion of the Thresher editorial staff. All other
opinion pieces represent solely the opinion of the
piece’s author.
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From the desk of your joke candidate:
Although I vehemently protest the easily belittling label of “joke candidate,” I openly accept its
connotations. I pride myself in my ability to make
fun of most things, including myself. However, I
expect the student body to be intelligent enough
to actually understand what I’m doing and saying.
Rice isn’t perfect. If there is anything that I’ve
learned through my comprehensive participation
in many of its levels, it is that. When this realization first struck, it came as quite a shock to me,
but it is a realization that is not only obvious and
unavoidable, but inherent in any system of such
size and complexity.
I don’t give a [] if you don’t care about your
university. Although I’d love to hear your reason
for putting so many resources into something that
you care so little about, I don’t really care. However, we have to acknowledge that this university
needs to function. An SA president needs to be
elected, and I’m not going to be your SA president.
For all of the complaints that I list for both the
administration and the SA, I have great respect
for both. I don’t think that either is perfect, but
I hope that each will take into consideration my
own criticisms and strive to make a better Rice, for
present and future undergraduates. If you haven’t
pieced this together yet, I’ll be more direct: Everything that I have done and said has been to
improve Rice. It also comes through the mouth
and hands of a tired, washed-up and frustrated
senior, but the ultimate goal remains the same.
As such, I wanted to clarify my current involvement in the SA General Elections. I am listed on
the ballot, but I will never take office, even if I gain
the majority of votes. I’ll have a hell of a party, but
I will not assume any ounce of responsibility. I am
not going to tell you to not vote for me. But don’t
vote for me because you like my jokes; vote for me
to send a message. Unlike a vote for Min Ji, Trent
or Ravi, which has a limited but inevitable effect
on campus, sending a message is the best a vote
for me can accomplish.
View each vote for me as a resounding “Fyou” to everything that is what you hate about
Rice. Although it does absolutely nothing productive, it sends the message that everything is not
OK, that you do not believe the administration has

your best interests in mind and that you’d rather
vote for a graduating senior than perpetuate the
present state of affairs. I’ll leave it to your own interpretation whether this is actually productive or
not. Either way, your vote represents your voice,
and to have no voice is close to inexcusable.
Alas, an SA President will be elected. I implore
you to keep this in mind while voting. Remember
that you will be represented by one person, who
will be determined by the outcome of this election. However much you like my message, it is
your responsibility to establish the most potentially effective environment through which the
SA may bring some of this change. With that said,
I fully endorse write-in candidate Ravi Sheth as
your 2014-2015 SA President.
I hope you don’t read this as an instruction
manual. You’re all adults, so do whatever you
want to do. Whether you vote for me or a candidate who actually has the capacity to change
anything at this university, it is still your decision.
But please, vote. I list student apathy as a serious problem with the student body, and it’s terribly disconcerting to see how few actually voted
in the election. Please, I beg you, take up some
constructive role in the shaping of your immediate environment, if not for you, then for those of
us who care so much that you have the liberty to
enjoy those things that are produced.
In summation, I’m the man who has brought
the issues to the forefront. Ravi is the man who is
most capable of bringing them into action. If I am
the candidate that this university needed, Ravi is
the one that it deserves. He has the experience,
the drive and, most importantly, the understanding that is necessary to bring long-needed changes to the SA. But above all, please go out and vote.

I did not get involved with the Student Association to play the role of a politician. I have no interest in becoming a politician outside of Rice. To be
perfectly frank, I have very little interest in politics
altogether. I ran for president to work on projects
that affected students, and to ensure that we had a
spot at the table for any conversation that involved
us. I ran for president to collect and advocate the
student opinion, even when the message was one
that administrators did not want to hear.
However, despite all that we have been able to
accomplish as an officer team this year, we have
received the most attention and feedback toward
issues in our elections process. Students seem so
ready to discount an entire organization or shame
a group of students who have been working tirelessly in an effort to improve the student experience at Rice. Borrowing the words of Duncan
College President Jeremy Scher, it is convenient
to create a scapegoat of the government. But this
all seems like campus politics to me, and detracts
from the real issue at hand.
This semester, we launched a survey about
how one receives transfer credit from study

abroad, when students can drop classes and the
potential for penalties, registration issues, transcript content, and more. We got good responses
to the survey, but along with it, a slew of emails
from students complaining that they were receiving too many reminders to take the survey. In fact,
the discussions I overheard at mealtimes were
never about the content of the survey itself, but
rather the emails being sent about it. The survey’s
outcome will influence changes that affect every
student — from the way you decide to shop for
classes, to the classes you end up taking, to the
transcript you receive when you graduate. We
work hard to ensure student input influences the
Faculty Senate’s decisions, but so many students
don’t even care to provide that input.
Ravi Sheth’s write-in campaign has drawn a
ton of attention because of its rhetoric. The word
“broken” has been attached to the SA. But I don’t
think he’s necessarily referring solely to the officer
team. By definition, the Student Association is
made up of all undergraduate students. As he puts
in his letter, “there was an unpalatable complacency; nobody cared about blatantly egregious is-
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A letter from your
outgoing editors
Dear Readers,
This is our last issue as your Editor in Chief
and Managing Editor. During this past year, we
have had the pleasure of reporting the news for
this campus.
When we began this time last year, we had
grand plans for the Thresher. We wanted to redesign the paper and change to a new website.
We wanted to move the day of the week the paper came out, and we hoped to improve what
we felt was a broken relationship with other organizations on campus. We definitely wanted to
get the office carpet and couches cleaned.
It has been a hard year, but we are very happy to say that we have actually managed to see
most of our goals through. Over last summer, we
took the time to update our layout and make the
paper more reader-friendly. While redesigning,
we even managed to clean out the office and get
some new paint on the walls. When last semester began, the Thresher changed from coming
out on Friday to coming out on Wednesday so
we could better cover events in a time-efficient
manner, and we said goodbye to our crazy
deadline night ever-so-fondly called “Whursday.” Recently, we have also switched to a new
website that we believe will better serve the
needs of our student body in a digital age. While
we acknowledge that the website is far from perfect and are still working to fix problems, we are
excited about what it means for the Thresher’s
ability to cover important events online first.
Most importantly, we hope that we have
helped to move the Thresher back into the good
graces of students across campus. We believe
the Thresher is meant to serve the students and
we certainly tried to remember that as we led
this newspaper the last year.
We cannot describe how much the past year
has meant to us, but we are looking forward to
what the Thresher is going to do in the year to
come. We are so proud of our wonderful — albeit young — staff, and we are excited to see how
they are going to make the paper even better!
Sincerely,
Rachel Marcus and Molly Chiu

sues that seemed to be popping up each and every
week.” It’s student apathy that we need to fight.
We’ve changed a lot as an organization in recent years. When I was a freshman NSR, I proxied for my college president almost every week.
This year, we’ve had some members miss four
meetings a term, who were then automatically
removed. But none of them disregarded the SA
or blatantly missed meetings. They always had
legitimate time conflicts and would tell me and
the secretary accordingly. They also never failed to
provide insight and worked with their colleges to
develop opinions on the topics at hand. Presidents
have served on task forces and working groups in
realms way outside of their own college.
The SA will continue to evolve over the next
few years. I can only hope that this change in the
college leadership’s attitude will be adopted by
the rest of the student body — and that moving
forward the attention awarded the SA elections
process will catalyze continued interest in all important issues affecting Rice students. Student
self-governance is only what students make of it.
- Student Associate president Yoonjin Min
second floor of the Ley Student Center:
6100 Main St., MS-524
Houston, TX 77005-1892
Phone (713) 348-4801
Fax (713) 348-5238
Email: thresher@rice.edu
Website: www.ricethresher.org
Unsigned editorials represent the majority opinion
of the Thresher editorial staff. All other opinion
pieces represent solely the opinion of the piece’s
author.
The Thresher is a member of the ACP, TIPA and
CNBAM © Copyright 2013 VOTEAGAIN
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Morning Phase
C

by Benjamin Huber-Rodriguez
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Actors from the London Stage teach a master class for students involved in Rice’s Baker Shake production. The Actors visited to Rice to perform As You Like It as part
of their biannual tour. In their productions, five actors play all of the leading and supporting roles.

As You Like It expertly draws laughs
Joshua Kee

For the Thresher
Shakespeare
plays encourage
creative interpretation, and the Actors from the London Stage certainly
make full use of artistic
license in their rendition of As You
Like It. Foreign actors performing
a foreign play? What’s not to love?
As You Like It tells the story of
eight individuals in the banished
court, six members in the actual
court, eight countrymen, a wrestler and a god, along with cases
of multiple identity and the musicians. The Actors from the London Stage, English players who
tour around America, endeavor to
put on this complex narration using only five players, a task they
perform marvelously. The actors
easily weave the tale of the four
couples through banishment and
turmoil without blinking an eye.
The acting is the true selling
point of this play. The actors and
actresses keep up a brisk dialogue throughout the entire show

A

THE
WEEKLY
SCENE
The editors’ picks
for this week’s
best events. Time
to explore the
wonderful world of
Houston.

— watching each tease, flirt and
cajole across the stage is a joy in
and of itself. Each character is
completely distinct, a result of the
hard work and dedication it takes
to develop mannerisms and voices
for each of the parts. I was rarely
confused as to who was who, and
if I was, the answer became clear
within moments.
For so few individuals to represent so many characters requires a
degree of set up. Thus, the first few
minutes of the play involve a series
of rapid-fire “costume” changes as
the characters introduce themselves using whatever props,
voices and postures will be used
to portray that role. Of course, one
would think such a parade of the
same five people would be confusing to an inexperienced viewer, yet
the brief introductions provide a
groundwork off of which even I,
who had never seen the play before, could readily identify each of
the characters as they entered the
stage.
The stage itself is a simple setup, with eight chairs scattered in
two lines, forming the wings of the
stage. Instead of completely leav-

ing the stage, the players remove
themselves from the scene by putting aside their props and sitting
down in the wings. Centered at the
back of the stage, a single hat rack
provides the focal point for all
of the props the players needed.
Similar to the stage and props, the
costumes are distinctive, and the
audience members can easily differentiate actors from a distance.
At the same time, the clothes are
simple, functioning as a blank
slate on which the players can
paint their characters using different props and mannerisms.
The actors have obviously considered how to differentiate each
of their roles; however, the director also deserves praise for casting
the characters in the first place.
For the most part, characters
played by the same actor do not
appear onstage at the same time.
When they do, though, the effect
is endearing. Players often resort
to humorously holding up props
to signify certain characters; however, a few scenes involve actors
playing and even fighting against
themselves as they embody two
different characters at the same

Mardi Gras

ROdeo bbq

Make your Mardi Gras a soulful
experience at House of Blues this
Friday, Feb. 28. Soul and reggae
bands including Sam Pace, Electric
Attitude and Platinum Players will
serenade you with a diverse mix
of music. Tickets are $10, and the
show starts at 8 p.m.

Get ready to buy some bigger pants.
The Houston Rodeo will kick off
festivities with a three-day-long
barbecue competition featuring everyone’s favorite Texan activities: eating, dancing, competition and good
ol’ Texas cooking. Tickets are $15,
and the event runs Feb. 27 – Mar. 1.

House of Blues Houston
1204 Caroline St.
houseofblues.com

Reliant Park
8400 Kirby Dr.
rodeohouston.com

time, sending the audience into
peals of laughter.
I was rather surprised at the inclusion of music in the play. Each
of the players possesses a remarkably good voice and showcases
it frequently in the show. While
Shakespeare often incorporated
music into his works, keeping the
songs in the play must have required a tremendous amount of effort and demonstrates once again
the high tier of ability involved.
I did have one slight problem
with the production, however.
The players keep the pace rapid,
even when the audience is laughing. At times, I could not entirely
hear what was being said as the
actors and actresses proceeded
on to the next scene without letting the laughter quite die down.
While I completely understand
the desire to keep a scene live and
fast-paced, the result sadly left me
unable to hear the next exchanges
between characters.
Regardless, the production is
a triumphant success, powerfully
demonstrating the ability of five
people to put on a complete and
enjoyable Shakespeare play.

alt rock
Come vibe with the ’90s alt-rock
legacy The Pixies Thursday, Feb.
27 at 8 p.m. Current band members
include founders Black Francis
(lead vocals, rhythm guitar), Joey
Santiago (lead guitar) and David
Lovering (drums). Tickets are $55.

Bayou Music Center
520 Texas Ave.
bayoumusiccenter.com

When it comes to music
made by Los Angeles songwriting veteran Beck Hansen,
aka Beck, I think Bender from
Futurama said it best: “I always dreamed of being a musician-poet who transcends
genres even as he reinvents
them, just like you!” Indeed,
Beck has enjoyed a shifting,
unpredictable career, spanning 20 years and 12 LPs.
Morning Phase marks his first
album in six years, the longest dry spell of his career.
Billed as a creative counterpart to his landmark 2002
album Sea Change, which
featured slow, somber songwriting accompanied by crystal clear production, Morning
Phase is a gorgeous listen but
embodies one trait that has
never aptly described Beck’s
music before — boring.
While Sea Change was
about breakups and isolation, wholly suggesting a
feeling of detachment from
society, Morning Phase acts
as a rebirth: an album of observations, newfound ideas,
stances and appreciations.
Proper opener “Morning” begins with an expansive and
beautiful orchestration of instruments that perfectly captures the feeling of waking
up to the sunrise. Beck’s distant, spectral vocals dance
around the realization of new
feelings, but at over five minutes, the charm eventually
wears off, and the production grows stale. By failing to
evolve sonically or lyrically
and being void of the obscure
references, strange metaphors and semi-made-up language found on Beck albums
of yesteryear, the song serves
as a harbinger of the listless
things to come out of Morning
Phase.
On tracks like “Heart is
a Drum” and “Unforgiven,”
the spacious environments
created by the arrangements
0see BECK, page 8

macbeth
If you can’t get enough of 17thcentury plays, come satisfy your
Shakespearean fix at Main Street
Theater’s Macbeth — A Prague
Shakespeare Company Production. Performances are Feb. 27 –
March 9. Tickets $20–$39.

Main Street Theater — Rice
Village
2540 Times Blvd.
mainstreettheater.com

Marcel Merwin/Thresher

OwlCon brings all the
gamers to the yard

People from across the region participated in
the 2014 OwlCon, an annual gaming convention
that has been hosted at Rice since 1980.

VADA storms the barn
before demolition

VADA hosted a Barnstorming event this past
weekend, a pre-demolition of the former Art
Barn on campus, to celebrate its rich history.

Connor Winn/Thresher
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This Week in Entertainment
by Louis Lesser

Three Days to Kill

Courtesy universal

In Theaters
After re-establishing himself over the past several years as an action star,
Liam Neeson (Taken 2) returns to theaters in this fast-paced, suspenseful thriller. When Neeson, a United States federal air marshal, receives a terrorist threat
while in flight, he has to protect his fellow passengers from a possible bombing.
Then, in a twist, he discovers he must hide his identity after he is branded as
the hijacker himself. PG-13. 110 minutes.

Riser
Dierks Bentley

fail to expand or collapse, while the lyrics drown in cliches and are ultimately
forgettable. “Your heart is a drum, keeping time with everyone,” Beck sighs on
“Unforgiven,” a rather lazy and generalized statement lacking the idiosyncratic
heart he once poured into expressing
similar sentiments. Where are the random yelps, the fuzzed-out solos, the
tempo shifts or bizarre fingerpicking
patterns? Even as a return to Beck’s
more minimalistic songwriting, Morning
Phase is devoid of the personality that
made his more subtle statements memorable and resonant. In fact, the only hiccup thrown into the formula throughout
the entirety of the album’s first half
are the tribal drums, juxtaposed dynamics and lilting guitar solo on “Blue
Moon.” The rest of the tracks are deeply
mired in ambient string sections and
uninspired lyrics.
The second half of the record makes

a slight turn for the better, specifically
on “Blackbird Chain,” where Beck resumes his folksy, upbeat style for a brief
couple of minutes until it too is drowned
in vast overproduction. On the penultimate track, “Country Down,” Beck finally brings back his signature harmonica, along with the most resonant lyrics
of the entire album, describing the feelings associated with the landscapes of
small-town life.
Alas, these bright spots are few and
far between, and the record, while
stunning at times, comes off more
like a symphonic soundtrack over
which a double- or triple-dubbed vocalist, barely recognizable as an antifolk hero, croons vague, pedestrian
words. The record will forever be described as Beck’s prettiest, most meticulously arranged work, but those
traits alone will never make an album
truly great. For an artist who made his
name on being indescribable and unpredictable, Morning Phase is exceedingly both. Where has our musicianpoet gone?

Courtesy capitol nashville

ALBUM
Grammy Award-winning singer-songwriter country star Dierks Bentley returns with
his seventh studio album, which features guest appearances from Kacey Musgraves
and Chris Stapleton. Lead singles “Bourbon in Kentucky” and “I Hold On” have already impacted country charts, and 10 other original tracks showcase Bentley’s raw
sound with bluegrass instrumentation and rock ‘n’ roll energy, which should continue
to please his fans for years to come.
courtesy biryani pot

A hot dish from Biryani Pot, an authentic Indian restaurant on Westheimer. Favorite
dishes include the House Special “Biryani” dish and various types of paneer.

Biryani Pot impresses with
authentic Indian cuisine
Anisah Khan

12 Years a Slave

Courtesy fox searchlight pictures

DVD
One of the most acclaimed films of the year, with nine Academy Award nominations, including best director (Steve McQueen), best actor (Chiwetel Ejiofor) and best
picture, is now available for home viewing just in time for the Oscars. Telling the true
story of a free man wrongly sold into slavery, this film depicts the graphic experience
of plantation life, featuring heartbreaking performances and a masterful script. Bonus
features include behind-the-scenes documentaries.

For the Thresher
When your mind goes blank and the sensations kick in, you realize that a piece of heaven
has been brought down for your taste buds to
enjoy. The sweet tingle felt on the side of your
tongue along with the spicy zest makes Biryani
Pot’s butter chicken, with a dash of raita (spicy
yogurt), a dish for the gods. The butter chicken
is merely a single dish among many others that
are made with authenticity and perfection. Saag
paneer, samosa, tandoori chicken and shrimp
curry are a few of the most popular dishes prepared by Biryani Pot.

Recommended Dishes
Biryani: House special rice dish
made with aromatic basmati rice and
chef’s secret ingredients, slow cooked
over a low flame to perfection. Served
with mirchi ka salan and raita
Butter Chicken: Clay oven baked
chicken, cooked in rich tomato butter
cream sauce

Helios
The Fray

Courtesy epic

Album
The fourth studio album from alternative, piano-based rock group The Fray attempts to recapture the group’s fan base. Critics only tepidly received The Fray’s
most recent effort, Scars & Stories. Preceded by first single “Love Don’t Die,”
which has been met with only minor chart success, the collection of 10 other
original tracks should appeal to established fans but may not be able to restore
the band to its more mainstream audience.

Biryani Pot is a traditional Hyderabadi food
house located on Westheimer Road. The continuous foot traffic, relaxed atmosphere and
spice-filled cooking style makes Biryani Pot a
place where many South Asians go for a good
home-cooked meal. The expansive menu, which
includes over 95 dishes, satisfies the desires of
all types of individuals, including meat-lovers,
vegetarians and dessert-cravers. Biryani Pot’s
all-inclusive philosophy makes it a place where

Indians and others alike can go for real Indian
food. Many restaurants make mild versions of
the same dishes prepared at Biryani Pot, but
Biryani Pot makes it a point to leave customers’
taste buds on fire.
The chefs at Biryani Pot say they are trained to
cook with “ithmenaan,” which means patience,
and they believe “the key to excellent cuisine lies
in the perfect balance of spices, taste and aroma.” The Hyderabadi style of cooking makes the
dishes served at Biryani Pot like no other, and
the natural propensity to order seconds is merely
a testimony of the high level of satisfaction produced by the small but wonderfully delightful
restaurant.
While Hillcroft, also dubbed “little India,”
has a large variety of Indian restaurants, Biryani Pot remains at the top of the food chain because of its unmatched signature dish known as
biryani. The rice is cooked to a firm but delicate
state, the meat is soaked with special herbs and
spices and the biryani is slowly cooked to a state
of excellence. Biryani is a dish that can be made
to each individual’s request, while keeping the
fundamentals intact.
The savory dishes at Biryani Pot are one of a
kind, but the friendly and fast service makes this
restaurant one of the best food hubs in Houston.
While there may be a wait during the lunchtime
rush, the employees at Biryani Pot make it a
point to ensure each customer is satisfied with
his or her final dish. The welcoming environment and kind treatment by the employees is
reason enough to keep coming back, and the affordable prices at Biryani Pot allow individuals
of all backgrounds to enjoy the delicacies.
Biryani Pot is a gem located in the heart of
Houston, and every food lover should have the
chance to experience the world of sensations it
provides. An individual’s first time at the restaurant will definitely not be the last.

Sports is on Twitter. Get the scoop at twitter.com/ThresherSports
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Women’s B-ball
rebounds against
LA Tech
by Michael Kidd
Thresher Staff

Geneva Vest/Thresher

Sophomore shortstop Leon Byrd takes a swing against Purdue University during the final game of the series Sunday, Feb. 23 at Reckling Park. The Owls
won the game 23-3. Rice will head downtown this weekend to take part in the annual Minute Maid College Classic.

Rice sweeps Boilermakers at home
by Dan Elledge
Sports Editor

Rice University earned its first series sweep of
the season against Purdue University, which started Friday, Feb. 21 and ended Sunday, Feb. 23. Sunday’s 23-3 win against the Boilermakers marked
the Owls’ biggest offensive output since the 26
runs scored against the University of California,
Berkeley in 2010. The Owls scored 10 runs in the
first inning to open up the game. Rice piled up 23
runs on 20 hits, including a grand slam by junior
first baseman Skyler Ewing. Ewing is now batting
.485 this season with three home runs and 17 RBIs.
Head Coach Wayne Graham said he is extremely impressed with Ewing’s start to the season and attributed his improvement to time Ewing spent in the Cape Cod Baseball League over
the summer.
“Ewing has improved vastly in his mentality and approach,” Graham said. “The Cape Cod
League helped with his confidence immensely.”
Senior left fielder Michael Aquino said Ewing
has completely changed his hitting style, which
has been a major contributor to his hot start.

“Ewing looks like a whole new hitter this
season,” Aquino said. “He is a freak in the batter’s box.”
With the sweep against the Boilermakers, the
Owls are now 6-2 in the season and are ranked No.
12 in the Baseball America Top 25 poll.
Graham said one of the reasons the team has
gotten off to such a fantastic start is that the team
chemistry is very strong among the coaches and
the players.
“[The players] really like each other a lot, and
the coaching staff is very [cohesive],” Graham
said. “These players are pulling for each other.”
Aquino said everyone in the dugout is into
the game, even those who are not playing that
day. He said it gets the players excited and
helps them stay confident and relaxed.
“With this group of guys, everyone in the
dugout is active in the game,” Aquino said.
“That really helps the team chemistry and sets
the tone for the entire game.”
Rice is preparing for the Houston College
Classic at Minute Maid Park, which starts
Friday, Feb. 28 and ends Sunday, March 2.
For the first time since its debut in 2001, the

tournament only involves teams from Texas,
including the University of Texas, Texas Christian University, Texas Tech University, Sam
Houston State University and the University of
Houston, along with the Owls.
Rice will play Texas on Friday, TCU on Saturday and Texas Tech on Sunday. The Owls
played only Texas Tech last year, winning 11-2
at Reckling Park.
Graham said this is one of the strongest
groups of teams he has ever seen assembled in
the tournament’s history. He said he likes that
all the teams are from Texas, since there is some
great baseball being played in the state right now.
“This Minute Maid Classic is the strongest
it’s ever been,” Graham said. “All of these
teams are very highly rated, as seven Texas
squads are in the top 35 teams in the country.”
Junior pitcher Zech Lemond said he loves
going to play at Minute Maid, year after year.
With only Texas teams in this year’s tournament, he said the stakes are even higher.
“We are excited to play at Minute Maid,”
Lemond said. “It is great to see who is going to
be the best team in Texas. It is going to be fun.”

The Rice University women’s basketball
team played two games last week against
Old Dominion University and Louisiana
Tech University. On Wednesday, Feb. 19
the Owls played Old Dominion for the first
time in school history, losing 85-49. The
Owls managed to shoot 32 percent for the
game and were out-rebounded by a mark
of 53-31. Senior forward Jessica Kuster led
the Owls with 29 points and 10 rebounds.
Sophomore forward Megan Palmer added
13 points and seven rebounds.
Following the home loss against Old
Dominion, the Owls went on the road to
face Louisiana Tech and won 61-56. Kuster
earned her 24th double-double of the season with 19 points and 14 rebounds. Already owning Rice’s all-time scoring and
rebounding records, Kuster added another
record to her name by breaking the Rice
single-season rebounds record of 344. She
currently has 349 rebounds during the season, and her career double-double total of
64 is one shy of tying the all-time Conference USA record. Junior guard Christal Porter received a double-double for her performance with 13 points and 11 rebounds,
while junior guard Nikachi Maduka contributed 15 points and three blocks in the
victory.
Kuster said she was very proud of the
way the Owls bounced back after the loss
against Old Dominion.
“The Old Dominion loss was a rough
one, but we came back to practice the next
two days ready to learn from it and build on
our mistakes,” Kuster said. “Instead of getting down on ourselves, we took it as a sign
that we needed to help push each other [in
order to] win against [Louisiana] Tech.”
Head Coach Greg Williams said the team
played with much more offensive and defensive focus against Louisiana Tech.
“The effort and defensive focus were the
two things I felt were the keys for us bouncing back on the road and getting a win,”
Williams said. “We also [had] more balanced scoring, and we shot the ball much
better against Louisiana Tech than we did
against Old Dominion.”
Maduka said the upcoming game
against the University of North Texas will
be determined by how the Owls start the
game. She expects the Mean Green to play
aggressive basketball.
“I know a few players on the North
Texas team, and [I] know they will come
out with full energy [and play] hard and
scrappy,” Maduka said. “[Winning] just
depends on which Rice Owls choose to
0see Basketball, page 11

Women’s tennis shines at Blue Gray Classic
by Julie Doar
Thresher Staff

Rice University women’s tennis had a successful run this past weekend at the Blue Gray
National Tennis Classic but lost 4-3 to the University of Alabama in the championship match.
The Blue Gray National Tennis Classic has a
long history as an individual and team competition, but it did not include a women’s competition until 2011. Rice faced three top-30 teams in
Montgomery, Ala.
On Friday, Rice beat No. 29 Oklahoma State
University 4-3. The Owls, ranked No. 24, faced
Auburn University on Saturday, Feb. 22 and
pulled off a 4-2 win. Rice lost in the doubles
against Auburn but pulled through in the singles, taking four of the five decided matches.
In the finals, Rice played No. 14 Alabama on
Sunday, Feb. 23. The match lasted nearly four
hours, and despite her best efforts, junior Nata-

lie Beazant lost to Alabama’s Mary Anne Daines
in the match-deciding tiebreaker.
Head Coach Elizabeth Schmidt said the Owls
were honored to attend the Blue Gray National Tennis Classic despite their loss in the final round. She
said the team was able to be part of an esteemed
competition and faced talented opponents.
“It was an honor to be invited to play in this
event,” Schmidt said. “While the women’s competition is relatively new, the event has a long history. It’s a very deep field.”
Schmidt also expressed pride in Rice’s strong
performance against teams that were ranked higher in the national polls. She said she was especially
impressed by Rice’s success in singles play.
“It was another extremely gutsy performance
by our whole team,” Schmidt said. “The way our
team has responded in singles in the last two
days has been remarkable. The heart and fight
from start to finish was awesome, and we needed
every ounce of that.”

Schmidt said she was pleased with the team’s
grit and determined style of play over the weekend. She believes her team will never stop fighting.
“We are extremely proud of the resilience and
fight that our team showed,” Schmidt said.
Rice will have the chance to improve its record this weekend at home. On Saturday, March
1, Rice will play New Mexico State University at
Jake Hess Tennis Stadium, followed by the Owls’
Conference USA opener Sunday, March 2 against
the University of Tulsa. NMSU has a current record of 4-4, while Tulsa is ranked No. 23 with a
record of 9-1.
Rice’s current record is 5-4, and Schmidt
said the team looks to improve its play and
maintain momentum. She said the upcoming
matches are Rice’s chance to tip its record in its
favor, and the team is excited to return to the
court for more matches.
“We are looking forward to getting back out
there,” Schmidt said.

GAMES THIS WEEK
vs. New Mexico State

When and Where
Saturday, March 1, 11:00 a.m., jake Hess
Stadium

vs. Tulsa

When and Where
Sunday, March 2, noon, jake Hess Stadium

vs. LSU

When and Where
Wednesday, March 5, 1:00 p.m., Jake Hess
Stadium

vs. Texas State

When and Where
Saturday, March 8, 11:00 a.m., Jake Hess
Stadium

10 SPORTS
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The Thresher
takes a look at
Coach Wayne
Graham’s storied
coaching career
Kai Sheng/Thresher

by Nicki Chamberlain-Simon
Thresher Staff

When you ask “Why baseball?” and he proceeds to explain for the next 10 minutes the
intricate ways that baseball has shaped both
his life and society, it makes sense why Wayne
Graham would have wanted to coach baseball
for the past 42 years.
Now beginning his 43rd year as a baseball
coach and his 23rd year as Rice’s head coach,
Graham is the past, present and future of Rice
baseball. There is no doubt he has made a
lasting impact on both Rice baseball and Rice
University as a whole. Starting in 1992, Graham
managed to take a team that had earned seven
winning seasons in the past 78 years and turn
it into one of the top baseball programs in the
country. Since then, Graham has won 18 consecutive conference championships and led the
Owls to their first national championship in the
history of Rice athletics in 2003.

Last Tuesday, Feb. 18, Graham reached a milestone of 1,000 wins as the Rice head coach, which
comes as little surprise considering he has managed 22 consecutive winning seasons.
For Graham, however, the accomplishments come second to the meaning behind
what he’s been doing all of these years. After playing major league baseball for 10 years
with the Philadelphia Phillies and the New
York Mets, he decided to finish his education
at the University of Texas, Austin before he
became a coach.
Graham said he wanted to become a coach
so he could work toward something bigger
than himself.
“I really got into [coaching] with the idea to
be a teacher,” Graham said. “I felt like all this
time in pro ball had been unproductive in my
society. In other words, I looked at myself and
I said, ‘You. What have you done that matters?
What have you done that has had a positive impact on your society?’”

Baseball has played an enormous role in Graham’s life, but it has always been about the bigger
picture. When the six foot tall, 148-pound pitcher
at Reagan High School (nicknamed “the Reagan
thin man”) was injured playing football, Graham
said he quit football to ensure he could receive a
scholarship to play baseball at the next level.
In describing his philosophy toward baseball and coaching, Graham cited several theories and concepts, such as Occam’s razor, the
serenity prayer, Darwin’s theory of evolution
and an idea he calls economy in motion, in
which the unnecessary is removed and the
necessary is reinforced.
In addition, Graham said he likes to think of
baseball as a form of artistic expression.
“Athletics is art,” Graham said. “It doesn’t
involve what intellectuals perceive as intellectual art, they don’t realize how artistic athletics
is. Because it’s about passion, it’s about choreographed moves … you also have a degree of adaption within your moves so that you can adapt to

something that happens that isn’t programmed.
Only the true artists have that.”
As far as Graham’s future, he will not be leaving Rice anytime soon. Graham extended his contract by five years last year, meaning his coaching
career will continue through the 2018 season.
Now at age 77, Graham is expected to be coaching the final year of his current contract at age 82.
However, among the many accomplishments
of his coaching career, Graham said his greatest
regret was starting at Rice so late in his life.
“The most disappointing thing to me was that
it took all those years to get here,” Graham said.
“I never thought it would have taken 20 years and
five national championships in a junior college
level to get a Division I job.”
Despite his delayed start, Graham holds
one of the all-time top-30 win percentages for
a coach in Division I baseball history. With
over two decades of coaching success at Rice,
the legacy of Wayne Graham will forever be a
part of Rice baseball.

Wednesday, February 26, 2014
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show up that day.”
Williams said he understands that the
match against North Texas is an important
game because of Conference USA seeding
in the upcoming tournament. He said North
Texas will not go down easy.
“They [are coming] in tied with us with
the same conference record, so it is a pivotal
game in terms of [position in] the Conference
tournament held in two weeks,” Williams
said. “[North Texas] just upset the secondranked conference team, UTEP, earlier this
week, so they are a very capable team and
are very well coached.”
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The Owls will play the Mean Green at home
Wednesday, Feb. 26 at 7 p.m. Rice will then play
again Saturday, March 1 against the University of
Texas, El Paso at 11 a.m. The game against UTEP is
senior day for the Owls and will be the final home
game for the only senior currently on the team,
Jessica Kuster.
Williams is hoping many students and Rice
fans will come out to support Kuster and be a part
of her final game at Tudor. He said they should
come out to see the last home game of one of the
best players in Rice women’s basketball history.
“I would hope that many students and Rice
basketball fans come out on Saturday to see the
greatest player in Rice University history in her final home game as her remarkable career comes to
a close,” Williams said.

Marielle Brisbois/Thresher

Senior Jessica Kuster takes a jump shot against Old Dominion University on Wednesday, Feb. 19.
The Owls lost the game 85-49, but responded with a 61-56 win against Louisiana Tech on the road.

Men’s basketball drops fourth
straight, brings record to 7-19
by Evan Neustater
Thresher Staff

The Rice University men’s basketball
team extended its losing streak to four
games last week and has lost 14 of its past 16
games. The Owls lost 55-51 to Old Dominion
University on Thursday, Feb. 20 and dropped
another game 67-55 to East Carolina University on Saturday, Feb. 22. The Owls are now
7-19 overall and are in last place in Conference USA with a record of 2-11.
Rice continued its woes last Thursday, falling just short of a victory. The Owls held a 49-42
lead with six minutes remaining in the game,
but the Monarchs ended the game on a 13-2
scoring run, overpowering Rice to win 55-51.
Rice capped off its road trip in Greenville,
N.C. on Saturday. The Pirates entered halftime
with a 40-24 advantage and held onto the lead
for the remainder of the game. The Owls led
a substantial comeback, pulling within two
points but failing to gain the lead, losing 67-55.
Junior guard Dan Peera converted his first two
3-point attempts of the night to record a career
high of six points.
Despite his individual success, Peera said
the team’s performance is more important than
individual statistics.
“Hopefully we can just build on that and
gain the support of my team,” Peera said. “As
long as everybody gets going, it doesn’t matter
how I’ve been playing.”
Freshman forward Sean Obi continued his
strong rookie campaign, recording two consecutive double-doubles over the weekend,
totaling 11 this season. Obi said he likes the individual accolades, but he wants to start winning more games.
“It’s good to have good stats, but at the end
of the day, if you don’t win, it’s just like you’ve
done nothing,” Obi said. “I want to help the
team the best I can.”
With only three games remaining in the regular season, the Owls are looking to finish the
season strong and enter the C-USA tournament
with some momentum.
Head Coach Ben Braun said he is still optimistic about the team, stressing that the Owls
need to remained focused and play hard for a
full 40 minutes.
“I’m not concerned with any streak, whether it’s a losing streak or a winning streak,”
Braun said. “I thought we did some things on
our recent road trip that indicated to me that
our team was stepping up. We really just have
to make those extra plays down the stretch in
games and finish them out. When we’ve won
games this year, we’ve done that.”
Rice looks to start winning at home Thursday, Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. against the University of
Alabama, Birmingham, in what will be the last

home game of the season prior to spring break.
The Blazers (17-10 overall, 6-7 C-USA) feature
the No. 2 highest-scoring offense in the conference, averaging 75 points per game, along
with junior guard Chad Frazier, who is the No.
3 scorer in the conference, averaging 18 points
per game.
Braun said it is going to be a struggle defensively going against such a high-powered
offense, but he said the team is capable of playing solid defense for a full 40 minutes.
“I don’t know [if we’re] going to stop a
great scorer, but we [need] to find ways to
slow him down,” Braun said. “We’ve got to
continue to make sure we’re playing defense
from half to half.”
Obi said it was important to use different defensive schemes to slow down the Blazers’ attack.
“We have to try to guard their best players
as [best] we can,” Obi said. “If we have to double, play zone or play man, we’ll do whatever
we have to do to get some stops and get a win.”
The Owls look to prepare for the conference tournament in March, starting with
Thursday’s game against UAB. Peera said the
season is not lost yet, as the conference tournament is still on the horizon. If the Owls can
perform well there, Peera said the regular season does not matter.
“We [have] three more games, and then it’s
the conference tournament,” Peera said. “If we
do well in conference, everything we did all
season doesn’t matter. It goes out the door, so
that’s what we’re really aiming for.”

UPCOMING GAMES
vs. UAB

When
Thursday, Feb. 27, 7:00 p.m.
Where
Tudor Fieldhouse

vs. Middle Tennessee

When
Saturday, March 1, 5:30 p.m.
Where
Tudor Fieldhouse

vs. Louisiana Tech

When
Thursday, March 6, 7:00 p.m.
Where
Tudor Fieldhouse

Men’s tennis loses at Jake Hess to Ragin’ Cajuns
by Luke Samora
Thresher Staff

Geneva Vest/Thresher

Freshman David Warren swings a forehand against the University of Louisiana, Lafayette on Sunday, Feb. 23. The Owls lost the match 5-2, dropping to 2-7 for the season.

The Rice University men’s tennis team returned home to match play after a two-week
break, playing the University of Louisiana,
Lafayette on Sunday, Feb. 23. The Owls lost
in a 5-2 decision. This upcoming weekend,
the Owls head to La Jolla, Calif. to play in the
Pacific Coast Men’s Doubles Championship,
along with matches against St. John’s University, University of San Diego and San Diego
State University over spring break.
However, the major news of the day came
before the match even started. The team introduced their newest member, 3-year-old Bennett Nestor, who with the help of the Friends of
Jaclyn Foundation is being treated for pilocytic
astrocytoma, a form of brain cancer.
Head Coach Efe Ustundag said the team saw
an excellent chance to make Bennett feel special.
“With the help of the Friends of Jaclyn Foundation, a great opportunity came up for the
team to be a positive influence,” Ustundag said.
Focusing on the game, Ustundag also said
he was disappointed with the result last Sunday, despite the success at practice over the
past couple of weeks.
“I thought we prepared well over the two
weeks,” Ustundag said. “We worked on a lot
of things that needed help. Unfortunately, the
hard work didn’t reflect into a result. We worked
a lot on doubles and could not deliver.”

Junior Srikar Alla recorded his first singles
win of the season for the Owls, and sophomore
Tommy Bennett secured his first win at the No.
1 spot in singles.
Bennett said the home crowd was a breath
of fresh air compared to the past matches on
the road.
“It was really great playing at one in front
of all my friends at Rice,” Bennett said. “I like
to try and use the crowd when I play, and it
was that much better that the win came at the
[No. 1] position.”
Reflecting on the loss, Bennett said it came
as a shock that the team did not perform up to
its potential against the Cajuns.
“Collectively as a team, we put together
two weeks of solid practice, which was why
the result was so surprising on Sunday,” Bennett said. “The team was very disappointed,
but we sat down after the game and identified
what we really needed to work on. Everyone
on the team is so motivated that it won’t be
long before the team starts clicking.”
Ustundag said the field at the Pacific Coast
Championship this weekend will be a major
test for the Owls.
“The doubles tournament we are playing this weekend is against a strong field,”
Ustundag said. “We play [against some elite
opponents] in USC, UCLA, Stanford, [the University of California-Berkeley] and San Diego.
[These] are major programs [and] will all be
challenging.”

You again. Glad you’re back. Now I remember, we had a saying back in Gaffney, “A vote is only worth as much as the
person counting it.”

dal to keep people looking for clues that
simply do not exist, and while the people
stir, I silently keep running things as usual. I just sit here making sure that nothing ever happens within the Student AsYou see, my father was a working man; sociation.
he never attended the Rice Institute — he
picked the cotton for William. But, now Now, the Student Association is like an
it’s my turn. Everyone around here is dis- old hound. You see, it wants to please,
tracted by the little things: alumni vot- and it tries hard to, but it lives its nature.
ing, candidates not on the ballot, general It can’t perform the few tricks it knows,
corruption, exceeding campaign spend- and even if it could, it’s far too distracted
ing limits. They are useless, and I have by this yellow ball of power I wield. Infinite loops. Sit. Stay. Fetch. Good boy.
no time for useless things.

a little pressure is applied, everything falls
off the bone. Chaos. Sweet, tasty, chaos.
Rice University is like a beehive with
no unity. You see, no one knows who the
queen is, and the workers can’t seem to
escape from their menial little lives for
one second to elect a new one. Every day
they wake up blinded by the pretenses of
“work” and cannot see farther than the
11 central combs they habitate. And they
grow fat off of the honey while the hive
crumbles. You see, I’m the beekeeper, and
although they try to sting, I’m immune.

The Student Association president is The Student Association is like a fine- I have drunk my beer, and now I nominate
a figurehead, but I run the board, where cooked rack of baby-back ribs. Everything you. Yoonjin Min, Evan Austin and Vera
the power is real. I set forth this scan- appears completely composed, but when Song: You have 24 hours. I’ll be waiting.
The Backpage is satire and written by Alex Weinheimer and Reed Thornburg. For any comments or questions, contact ajw3@rice.edu or purple@rice.edu.

classifieds @rice.edu
WanteD
Teach for Test Masters! Dynamic and
Energetic teachers wanted. Starting pay
rate is $20 to $32 per hour. Flexible schedules. We provide all training, all training
is paid, and we pay for travel. Email your
resume to rice-jobs@testmasters.com.
Varsity Tutors has many students seeking smart tutors for math, science, languages, all other subjects and test prep.

ADVERTISING

Competitive pay and make your own
schedule. Only only applications will be
considered.
Please apply at: http://www.varsitytutors.com/houston-tutoring-jobs

Looking for reliable, loving, energetic
part-time help for 3 small children: twins
(4) and toddler (2). Weekdays, 2:00 until
5:00 or 6:00 p.m. Driving required. Galleria area. Contact Sarah at 713-651- 0100

Tutors needed immediately! Rice Alum
hiring tutors for Middle & High School
Math, Natural & Social Science, Foreign
Language, and Humanities. Reliable transportation required. Pay $25-40/hr based
on experience. Contact 832-428-8330 and
email resume to siyengar777@gmail.com

Peer2utor is hiring online tutors for
Texas State Test and AP tests! Flexible
hours. Minimum $15/hr. No transportation required. No minimum time commitment. Go topeer2utor.com or emailinfo@
pee2utor.com

We accept display and classified advertisements. The Thresher reserves
the right to refuse any advertising for any reason. Additionally, the
Thresher does not take responsibility for the factual content of any ad.
Printing an advertisement does not constitute an endorsement by the
Thresher.
Display advertisements must be received by
5 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.
Cynthia Bau
Advertising Manager
713-348-3967
thresher-ads@rice.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
1–40 words
41–80 words
80–120 words

$20
$40
$60

Cash, check or credit card payment must
accompany your classified advertisement, which must be received by
12 p.m. on the Friday prior to publication.

Looking for tutor for continuing education iPhone Photography class at Rice
for adult with Auditory Processing Disorder. Attend classes with student on
Thursdays from 9:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
beginning 2/27/14 thru 4/10/14 as well
as additional tutoring outside of class.
Please submit resume to mrossmiles@
hotmail.com.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

Annual subscription rates:
$60/year domestic
$125/year international via first-class mail
Non-subscription rate:
First copy free
Second copy $5

The Rice Thresher
Attn.: Subscriptions
P.O. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77005-1892
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